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ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS GIVEN
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Write two of major arguments that to say that political science cannot be studied
scientifically?
Write two philosophers who pioneered the principals of political science in modern era?
Name two major factors that distinguish state from society?
Name the differences of the views of Thomas Hobbes and John Lock in relation to social
contract theory?
Give two major definitions about the concept of sovereignty of state?
Write two of prominent characters of nationhood?
State two major characters of social –democratic states?
Write and state two major types of governments under the how power of sovereignty is
separated in governance?
Give two major outcomes of Dounoghmore 1931 constitutional council?
“Nationalism”” can be take place various ways in society? Please name two ways of it ?
State two major implementations that took place under 1948 Soulbury constitution to protect
minority rights?
Explain the time of office of 1972 first republican constitution of Srilankan and its nature of
composition?
Explain and state why that we called 1978 second republican constitution of Srianka as a
Degualian nature? State two reasons?
State when was the first Srilanka established the provincial councils in Srilanka and under
which amendment?
State two major assignments and provisions taken place under 18th amendment in Srilnaka?
State what are the two of major ways that 1978 constitution 19th amendment has establish
the powers to limit the powers of the president?
Name two special constitutional bodies established under the 1972 constitution?
Name two major objectives of UNO ?
State two of major ways of conflict resolution in conflict management?
State two major characters of Switzerland constitution?
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WRITE ESSAYS
a. Write notes on each topics
i. Principles and objectives of the south east asian association for regional
cooperation
ii. Powers and functions of the general assembly of United nations
organization
iii. Role of international committee of red cross
iv. Role of ASEAN
b. Write notes on each area,
i. Min features of political party system in srilanka
ii. Powers and functions of provincial governor in srilanka
iii. 18th amendment to the constitution of 1978
iv. Powers and functions of the supreme court established under 1978
constitution
v. The human rights commission in srilanka
c. Write an essay on the given,
i. Recent trends in political party system of srilanka
ii. Merits and demerits of system of representation introduced under he 1978
constitution
d. Write essay,
i. The relationships between provincial council and central government in
srilanka
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